Collaborative optimization (CO) is a hierarchical decomposition strategy in multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) for the design of large-scale complex coupled engineering systems. In CO approach, an original design problem is decomposed into system-level and subsystem-level design problems, and interdisciplinary compatibility constraints (ICC) are defined for the complex coupled relationships between all the individual subsystems. However, confronted with the problems that system objective functions partially rely on local design variables and local state variables in some subsystems, CO can't guarantee the consistency between these local variables and corresponding system design variables. Additionally, ICC can be violated easily by the large fluctuation caused by a small variation of some design variables with big values. This paper concentrates on the ICC in CO, makes some modifications on them and proposes an enhanced collaborative optimization (ECO) methodology. With the ECO strategy, we successfully solve the classical gear reducer design problem in the MDO integration software called iSIGHT. The better results show that ECO is effective and valuable.
INTRODUCTION
As the increasing scale up of the current engineering systems, the engineering characteristic of products becomes more and more complex. In order to reduce the scale or complexity of design problems across the overall product design process, the engineering systems should be hierarchically decomposed along different disciplinary boundaries into a variety of smaller and individual subsystems. This begins to spark rising interest in MDO [1] .
MDO is a methodology for the design of complex engineering systems and subsystems that coherently exploits the synergism of mutually interacting phenomena [2] . Computational expense and organizational complexity are the two severe challenges MDO must be confronted with, which should be solved effectively. Coupling is the important characteristic of MDO, which causes the two above challenges severely.
In order to address the coupling difficulty in MDO, some significant decomposition methodologies developed for the large-scale system design have emerged. They are Collaborative Optimization (CO) [3] , Concurrent Subspace Optimization (CSSO) [4] , Bi-level Integrated Systems Synthesis (BLISS) [5] . All of these methodologies prescribe the decomposition of a large-scale complex system into a number of subsystems and provide models and constraints to realize the communication and interaction between all the subsystems. CO is one popular approach among them and it replaces complex coupling relationships between all kinds of disciplines with ICC. Because each discipline can deal with its local design simultaneously, CO is widely utilized to solve coupled MDO problems. But when confronted with the problems that system objective functions partially depend on subsystem local design variables and local state variables, CO can't guarantee their consistency with system design variables. In addition, ICC can be violated easily by the fluctuation due to the variation of some design variables with big values. We concentrate on these issues, make some modifications on ICC and propose the ECO strategy.
When the researchers transfer their attention to the decoupling methodologies in MDO, some advanced integration software begins to emerge. iSIGHT is a popular and excellent integration optimization software developed by Engineous Corporation, which is employed widely for solving the MDO problems. In this study, we adopt it as a tool to realize the decomposition procedure of ECO.
COLLABORATIVE OPTIMIZATION
Collaborative optimization, a two-level hierarchical architecture for MDO, is an effective methodology for lessening the computational expense and organization difficulty. This analysis approach divides the whole design problem into system-level and individual subsystem-level design problems, with the top level being the system optimizer that optimizes on the multidisciplinary variables (or system level targets) to satisfy the ICC while minimizing the system objective [6] . The coupling characteristic of design variables from all the design disciplines is reflected by implementing the ICC as the strict equal constraints, which is the essence of CO for decoupling. However, the formulations of ICC are dispersed and transformed into the objective function of each subsystem. While satisfying the subsystem constraints, each subsystem optimizer minimizes its individual objective, which is the discrepancy between the expected values of the system level targets and the actual values of corresponding subsystem design variables and state variables computed by the subsystem analysis. The values of the system level targets are passed to the subsystems. They are fixed values and considered as the expected values in the optimization process of each subsystem.
CO, an effective decomposition strategy, presents some advantageous characteristics as bellow:
(1) CO reduces the amount of information transferred between disciplines and eliminates the complicated iteration-loops in the overall optimization procedure.
(2) Each subsystem can directly make full use of the sophisticate analysis techniques and optimization algorithms in its individual design.
(3) The framework of CO is well-suited for the development mode of decentralized design in current industry.
(4) CO provides the parallel computational network and distribution design environment, implicating the significant conception of concurrent engineering.
However, CO still has some deficiencies, which will be discussed in the next section.
ENHANCED COLLABORATIVE OPTIMIZATION
In traditional CO strategy, ICCs ensure the consistency of the system shared design variables and system coupling variables with the corresponding subsystem variables. The local design variables and local state variables in subsystems are never taken into consideration for ICC. However, it is necessary and meaningful to insure the harmony on the local design variables and local state variables when they are transferred between system-level design and subsystem-level design in some specific MDO problems. Because the slight differences between them may lead to an unsuccessful design, especially in current micor-nano manufacturing industry. And redesign will extend the product design and development time and waste abundant resource such as human and materials. Aiming at this disadvantage, we make some modifications on the interdisciplinary compatibility expressions in CO.
In original CO, the interdisciplinary compatibility expressions can be formulated as:
where J is the system-level interdisciplinary compatibility constraint. Z are the system level targets with Z={Z s ,Z c }, Z s and Z c represent the system shared design variables and the system coupling variables respectively. X and Y denote the global design variables and the state variables in each subsystem separately. The subscript i denotes the i th subsystem and n is the total number of all the subsystems.
The i th subsystem optimization problem in CO is specified as:
where f i is the subsystem objective function, g i is the subsystem disciplinary constraint. X i loc are the local design variables and Y i loc are the local state variables in the ith subsystem.
For the purpose of illustrating the principle of CO clearly, we make some supplementary explanation for several concepts. The subsystem global design variables X i (corresponding to system shared design variables) are those shared variables which participate in the design process and are common to more than one subsystem. However, the local design variables X i loc only belong to the subsystem i. For the variables that are computed as the responses by subsystem analysis, we define them as the state variables. If the state variables in one subsystem act as the design variables in another subsystem, we designate them with Y i (corresponding to the system coupling variables). Oppositely, the state variables appearing only in one subsystem are expressed as Y i loc . The architecture of ECO is sketched in Fig.1 . In some specific MDO problems, system objective functions partially depend on subsystem local design variables and local state variables. In these cases, inconsistency exists in CO. After absorbing these local variables into ICC, the interdisciplinary compatibility expressions can be reformulated as: 
where Z i locx and Z i locy correspond to the local design variables X i loc and local state variables Y i loc separately. Fig.1 The architecture of ECO On the other hand, several design variables may have diverse ranges in the large-scale complex engineering system. When the values of some design variables are much bigger than any others, the small variation of them may lead to a large fluctuation to the values of interdisciplinary compatibility expressions in CO, which may violate the inequality restriction (J≤0.0001) easily. If these design variables are dominant in the optimization process, this phenomenon can prevent from obtaining global optimum. Because the optimization techniques will try to keep these design variables unaltered and change others.
In this study, we adopt normalization method to avoid the harmful fluctuation caused by the sensitive design variables. The linear normalization method is given as: 
where x and y denote the original value and normalized value of a design variable, respectively. Minvalue and Maxvalue represent the lower and upper limit of x.
CASE STUDY
The NASA Langley Research Center supports a wide variety of MDO research and requires a set of standard MDO test problems for evaluating and comparing the products of this research [7] . In this section, we introduce one of the standard test problems, which is the well-known gear reducer problem. This optimization problem can be partitioned into the gear design and the shaft design. The optimization objective is to minimize the overall weight of the gear reducer while satisfying some strict constraints required by the geometry and physics disciplines.
The seven design variables and their ranges are stated as: 
The constraints are given as follows: 
According to the gear design discipline and shaft design discipline, we decompose the original design problem into a system-level coordination problem and three subsystem-level disciplinary problems. We distinguish shaft 1 from shaft 2 in the shaft disciplinary analysis and implement the optimization procedure separately. In this problem, system design variables z 2 , z 3 are shared in all the subsystems and local design variables exist in each subsystem. According to Eq. (3), we can represent the ICC as: 
